INVOCATION: We Call Upon the ‘I AM’ Presence Joyously Within Each of Us. True
Service Is Acceptance by Holding the Attention Fixed Undivided on the ‘Supreme
Source’ of Love, Wisdom and Power, the’ Great Master Within’ as each outer Activity
in the Day Is Filled with the Inner Presence. America, You Are the Heart Centre of
Cosmic Christ, the Anchor In the Heart of Mankind, Illumining the Earth, Commanding
Divine Love Go Forth. Opportunity is with me today and forever. ‘I AM’ the Strength
of Hercules, ‘I AM’ His Limitless Strength and Energy and Therefore never get tired of
Creating God’s Love And Light! The Will Of God Is Good! The Will Of God Is Light! The
Will Of God Is Happiness! The Will Of God Is Peace! The Will Of God Is Purity! The
Will Of God Is Balance! The Will Of God Is Kindness! The Will Of God Is Harmlessness!
LADY PORTIA: It is within the Mother’s Love that I come to Share My Heart Love with all of
you today! It is a most auspicious time that needs as much information and diversification of
perspectives that will offer humanity the various gradations of consciousness, that will
provide Deeper and more Expansive Knowledge surrounding these present Petitions for the
‘Resetting of Christ Time on Earth’, the various ‘Proposals within the God Awakening Book’
and the Divine Opportunities that are now opening yet another door, for active participation
in unlimited ways to Manifest and Implement the ‘Declaration for the Freedom of Humanity
upon Earth’. As St Germain has opened the Opportunity for Me to Come and Speak, I Come
today in all My Powers, Qualities and Virtues as the Goddess of Opportunity, The Goddess of
Justice, as the Chohan of the 8th Ray, in My Governing Presence within the Triune Grace
Commission Council and One Who Holds a Seat upon the Karmic Board of Directors!
While I have much to share in this Discourse, I would like to Endow a Holy Invitation herein,
for all who may read these Petition Discourses, to Wholeheartedly, review again in the
context of these EGA Petitions, for Higher Qualification, My Discourse, ‘Part 14 ENACA
Petition – Trust Must Be Earned – Lady Portia, 9th August 2019’; for in this Treatise, I was also
speaking not only of these particular potentials of this timeline back in August of 2019, but
outlining, in detail, that which you will need to Know Innately within yourself, why it is so
important that humanity fervently and Divinely Understands and Comprehends, with both
hands, Heart and Mind, the Power of Grasping EVERY Opportunity that is placed before you
upon your Path.
So many, too many, see these Opportunities and brush them aside because their Powers of
Observation are insufficient to see any conceivable probability within them as they are
presented and so while no promises are immediately extant or even implied, yet with the

‘Eyes of Hope’, so much more is therein for your immediate Application to God Life, your Own
Divine Spiritual Growth and Development if you had the eyes and ears to see and hear!
I therefore do not wish to use up valuable space in this Combined Response. It shall be your
own Responsibility as your own ‘free will’ choice, to go back and review or not as you wish!
However, I bring the Powers of Embracing Every Opportunity that comes to you for a reason,
and in this case, that is to Create a Visual Image in your Heart and Mind of a ‘Human Snapshot
of Self’ in your present life, to Substantiate the Law of the Mirror within your Life in this Now
Moment!
In that ‘Trust Must Be Earned’ Discourse, I spoke as a Member of the Karmic Board!
“As the Great Board meets on your behalfs, One and All, in the Halls of Karma, We Give
Witness and Appreciation for the most wonderful and expanded presentations shared within
this Petition. The results of Your earnest and good endeavours proving that unascended
lifestreams, while still within the confinements of human creations can indeed extend
themselves far beyond the limitations of old fixed mental thoughtforms. This allows for the
continued changes for and on behalf of humanity, not only here on Earth, but far beyond into
the destinies of many billions of lifestreams at Inner and outer levels of Human Evolution; well
into the Outer Extremes of other Galaxies and Universes with Who are working out through
the Wheels of Karma.
“This Petition for New Grants and Dispensations offers far Greater Spiritual Opportunities in
the shortest times possible. This New Golden Age is one of Opportunity, which, it is My
Privilege and Honour to Represent Cosmically in this Great World Scheme.
“Dear Brothers and Sisters of Earth, and those within the Galactic Realms, have you thought
that, while you are living your lives with Conscious Intelligence in any Sphere of Ray
Consciousness, while you use this life, You Have Opportunity In That Sphere, indeed in any
life experience. The moment you relinquish consciousness and self-conscious being in any
sphere of life you lose opportunity to further function there. So avail yourselves, Dear Hearts,
while you are still in this physical appearance world (the place of greatest need in all our Solar
System and beyond), of the Opportunity that is yours. You have this Opportunity because you
are part of the physical, mental, emotional and etheric world through which We are
Endeavouring to Pour the Sacred Love of the Sacred White Fire Light Substance for
Redemption's sake of all Life Streams that exist herein!” End Excerpt.
Allow Me then to paint you a picture, figuratively speaking!
You have had the analogy of the pigs being rounded up and corralled in a pen three times in
these Discourses and while I Am not using it in the same context here, I wish you to see it
from another perspective. As you should know by now the state of the world does not come
down to any individual or group thoughtforms, but rather the mass consciousness that is allenveloping, all-embracing, all-inclusive, and all-encompassing and there is no evading it! That
is until you Understand the Divine Processes of how all this works from within an Evolutionary

Plan for the Raising of Consciousness. So, in short, it is not the dark forces as a separate body
on an individual or group basis, who are creating all the present world atrocities, catastrophes
and chaos in human affairs, at every level of awareness.
It is instead, the levels of consciousness, within the mass of human consciousness streamed
as an average resonance throughout the whole world that allows certain people, whose
consciousness is either equal to below those vibrational frequencies to express and make
manifest the physical forms needed to see the thoughts by which one lives. For what one
thinks, the Cosmic Law must be applied, to allow such manifestation in a physical world! That
is how a physical world is created, by the thoughts, words, and actions of those who live there.
So think not that that these Dear Souls you call the dark ones are creating such malevolence.
They are, and that is true enough, but they are no more to point your fingers at, than you who
need to point your fingers at yourself. For you are part of this entire mis-creative world and
for lifetimes you have added and contributed to these present calamities as anyone who
continues to make the choices to make them worse!
So, the first thing you need to do in this case is to take yourself aside and see that you are
part of these manifestations and as part you either will continue these manifestations,
consciously or unconsciously, be held within these lower consciousness manifestations or
decide to withdraw from them and help break down the hold they have upon humanity! But
you cannot do both, you have to choose one or the other, you cannot follow two Masters,
your ‘I AM’ Presence and your ego personality! One will Free you through God’s Will, the
other will keep you in limitations and lack, through personality of your ‘free will’.
In other words, the gradation of the consciousness throughout the whole of humanity will
determine how it manifests within a physical world. So this corralling, and locking human
beings into states of physical manipulation, control, etcetera, is nothing more than the mass
consciousness of humanity living and playing out its own beliefs in self, both in an individual,
group, community, city, nation or country and the world in general as consciousness is shared
between all these levels of communication and energy exchanges! Dear Souls, it is just Energy
Seeking Resolution, nothing more and nothing less! It is the Law of Attraction and Repulsion,
the Laws of the Cosmos in an attempt to Evolve Creation Itself!
If you cannot grasp this, simply look at your own life and where you are in EVERY aspect of it,
where you place your energy in your beliefs, conscious programs, the way you live your life,
as a lifestyle in the multitude of ways on every form and type of interaction with your outer
world and extended world affairs. The Truth is staring you in the face, if you are prepared to
look with an Open Mind and Heart without opinions, criticisms, or judgements. Just by
becoming the Observer and nothing more!
So, the present day Sacred Cosmic Christ White Fire Light Substance that is now being
recognized around the world, is because there are more people upon earth who are no longer
bound to the mass average resonances of humanity. And these Dear Souls are not only
beginning to more Comprehensively Understand what this means, they are now in the

positions of Self-Empowerment and Authority to make even greater differences never seen
upon Earth ever before, and Now beginning to actually live their own lives within such Higher
Resonances and Light Quotients, whereby they are no longer affected by the lower mass
averages or indeed any aspects of how any old human beliefs still play out in the outer world
and affairs of humans, expressing their lower resonances of consciousness. The Living
Example of this this Dear Hearts is that of Jesus! And so this Living Human Being having taught
and shown humanity their potentials, has Truly Paved the Way for a whole human race to
emulate and more than that, to Ascend in mass as a Whole Human Race Together as One!
With this Understanding; Brother Jesus said:
“‘I AM’ pleading with you today; for if you step forward and do this, there can come such an
Expansion of the Light for you and such Blessings to your Nation and World as shall cause the
people of the Land to know that the Day of Miracles is not past and Will Never end. You can
be the Miracle Presence, My Dear Ones, of Healing to your fellowman. You can be the Miracle
Presence of the Illumination that consumes the darkness. You Can Be the Miracle Presence of
Our Consciousness to Life, and you Can Be the Miracle Presence that brings Light everywhere
the darkness has ever attempted to come forth. You have Full Authority; you have Full Power;
you have the Understanding. May I Say, you have the Responsibility, and the Duty is clearly
outlined before you.”
“You Owe a Duty to Life! After Life has given you this much Freedom, after the Love of the
Mighty Saint Germain and Others of the Ascended Host have drawn you this far in the Light
and Given you these Blessings from Our Octave, then you have a Duty to the rest of the
Universe to Expand that Light within yourselves, until you are the Magnet that draws the rest
of mankind out of the shadows in which there is only distress. If Our Love has Drawn you into
the Light, then one day your Love must draw the rest of Life out of the shadows, until all Life
turns again to the Ascended Host and Knows that they are the Elder Brothers, the Teachers,
and the Great Presence of God, Ever Raising all into the Glory and Perfection of the Ascension
into the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence.” End Excerpt.
So, while the analogy of the pigs upon the Pacific Islands do not have the consciousness to
think, to review and Qualify their predicaments, human beings do, and have always done, if
they so choose! The present state of world chaos is because most of mankind have never
given themselves the Opportunities to Know and Be More, and if they have, the mass
consciousness was too overpowering because that consciousness was manifested in the
physical and that which is unseen was hidden away, where only the seen could be validated
and become the norm. That time is now over, Dear Soul’s.
You Now have the Power to see beyond the illusions of the false manifestations and that
means you can with the Powers of Will now remove the perceived fence and corral of lower
consciousness that have been attempting to lock you away for what would seem an eternity
from within a human perspective! But from within The Mind of God, which you All Possess
Innately within you, the Power to Break down all illusions and untruths, all lower resonances

of consciousness and physical constraints, no matter how addictive and believable they may
seem to you!
Therefore, the First Ray of Divine Will is the Ray of Agape Love in Action that will help A Whole
Human Race to Breakdown and Break Free from old perceived mind sets and limitations of all
aspects of human life. The First Ray also has Qualities and Virtues such as Power, Protection,
Faith and Hope. Leaders in governmental positions and executives are often on this Ray.
However, while the Energy is the same in manifesting anything physical, it is the
consciousness of the transmitter that will create constructively or destructively and the dark
forces know this and this is how they have managed to hold humanity to their mass
consciousness of their desired expressions of control, etc.
So while we are all Speaking of the 1st Ray Qualities for the EGA’s Work, Individuals Who Are
Being Magnetized most of all at this time will require to Call in the Energy and Strength, and
Faith in God and so should Call to the Great Beings on the First Ray to draw into themselves
the Energizing Blue Ray, frequently using the statement: “I AM the Strength of Hercules,” “I
AM His Limitless Strength and Energy and therefore I never get tired!”
Beloved Children of My Heart, It Is Time For the Will of God to Now Create all Manifestations
from this time forth upon Earth! And if you are Open Enough, the Opportunities shall be
Awarded you!
I speak to all mankind everywhere! It is the Fiat from the Heart of Creation that the WILL OF
GOD SHALL NOW MANIFEST through your life, your energies, your senses. I speak these
words into the mental and feeling worlds of this planet, into every appearance which enfolds
an earnest Son or Daughter of the Kingdom, who has forgotten their Divine Destiny of GodMastery.
The WILL OF GOD is GOOD. The WILL OF GOD is for a free people! The WILL OF GOD is that
the axis of the Earth shall be straightened, that the extremes of climate shall be Mercifully
Blended. The WILL OF GOD is that every man, woman, and child, from within themselves,
shall draw forth the Substance and Supply which is the need and requirement of their
everyday existence. The WILL OF GOD is that there shall be no veil between mankind and
God anymore, and that Angels, Devas, and All God-Free Beings shall Walk and Talk as Freely
with the Evolutions of this Earth and many other Worlds as people now talk and walk with
each other.
This is the WILL OF GOD: the lame and crippled to be made Whole again, the sick to Rise, the
diseased to become Filled with Ease and Balance, each one entering into the deep recesses
of their Heart through the Mother’s Love, facing their Own Supreme Divinity, seeing It face to
face, and becoming Enamoured of the Magnificent Perfection Pre-Ordained and Destined for
each Lifestream.
It is the Time for the Living Christs to Walk and Talk with the people upon Earth and that the
WILL OF GOD be Impressed with such Strength and Power Into the consciousness of mankind,

that there can no longer be any loitering or lingering in the shadows, nor acceptance of
limitation as part of this Great Universal First Cause. Those in their unascended bodies,
interested in sending forth, at least five minutes at a time, three times a day, the following
Strong, Powerful Thought that They are Part of God’s Will To All Of Life, not just the good,
(and spoken word if possible), will be LOVE sent Forth IN ACTION!
The WILL OF GOD is GOOD! The WILL OF GOD IS LOVE! The WILL OF GOD is LIGHT! The WILL
OF GOD is HAPPINESS! The WILL OF GOD is PEACE! The WILL OF GOD is PURITY! The WILL
OF GOD is BALANCE! The WILL OF GOD is KINDNESS! The WILL OF GOD is HARMLESSNESS!
‘I AM’ THE WILL OF GOD!
Dear Ones, any submission to existing circumstances that is not in Alignment to God’s Love
and Life, THESE SHALL INCREMENTALLY CEASE beginning now; no such detrimental human
conditions will remain. Within the New Life Upon Earth, the Power of Mastery, the Right
Application to God Life, is now within the realms of God’s Life here and within The Ascended
Master’s Fully Gathered Cosmic Momentum, to send forth the Electronic Sacred Cosmic Christ
White Fire Light Substance from the Octaves of the Electronic Belt where the Pressure and
Assurance of Faith in the Fulfilment of God’s Will, WILL COME FORTH AND BE FELT upon all
Levels of Consciousness and life Now!
Beloved Family of Light, It is My Absolute Joy and Delight, and as the Board of Directors having
now taken everything into Our Halls of Karma Chambers, from both the Dear Unascended
Souls who have helped to put this Petition together as well as the Gathered Masters who have
contributed and those who Align these Halls in which We Share, as unprecedented Support
in Every Level of God Intelligence, It is Unanimously Agreed that this Petition for Permission
to Activate this Mass Implementation and Use of God’s Will has been Granted in
Accordance to God’s Will and Cosmic Laws! Effective instantaneously when the Human
Activations by Invocation have been received.
It is also Agreed in Accordance with Cosmic Law, that I, as the Goddess of Justice, and the
Other Members of the Karmic Board can now Enter with Greater Presence, the Atmosphere
of Earth to Oversee Divine Justice being Implemented through God’s Will herein, and
throughout this Solar System and Worlds.
Decisions based upon ‘The Laws of Divine Justice’ and the ‘Laws of Accountability’ are no
longer confined to Our Halls of Karma, but can also now be directly determined within the
physical world where lifestreams who cannot follow God’s Will, can now have their
accountabilities pronounced upon them in the here and there and now, should their
continued actions against humanity persist without amelioration, transformation or reform.
Where destructive and negative actions against human rights and the greater good of all
concerned are not corrected in a designated time frame; they shall be Governed by God’s Will
and Cosmic Law. This is a Massive change that will Re-Write Cosmic Law as part of the Mass
Ascension of a whole human race!

There is much to do now in the Higher Realms, which mankind will neither need to be a part
of or be concerned about, for these are not your Responsibilities. Your Responsibilities
continue to be required where you are, to Ground the Energies of God’s Will within all physical
lifestreams and forms upon this Planet and within its atmosphere. For the Beautiful Souls the
New Light Workers of the New Golden Age Who Are Spearheading these changes, they still
have mountains of Work to do, for this Part of the Divine Plan has only just begun, and so they
will be given all the help they need as part of the Implementations required so Ease and Grace
Will become The Life on Earth!
There has been no need to have any Responses from the Offices of the Christ, as They will
make Their Presences Known to you all in Due Course to discuss the actual requirements of
Resetting the Morphogenetic Holograms of Earth which is not relevant within these Petition
Discourses!
So, to Clarify;
•

The Proposals 2, 3 and 5, now await your Calls and Invocations to Activate.

•

The Call to Begin Divine Justice Upon Earth has been Approved, and now awaits your
Calls and Invocations to Activate.

•

The Petitions that relate to the person having All Memories Returned back to them,
and the removals of any Karmic conditions that may prevent needed God’s Work that
cannot be done while Karma persists, will be Granted ONLY to those who have Proven
themselves to the Masters that They have Earned The Master’s Trust that they can be
counted upon. And while this Petition Highlights these requests, these are not
possible to be Granted upon any ‘Group Dispensations; as the SOEPC’ * has been
attained in the past. So, while this Petition in all Its detail, has been Granted, such
Qualifications as to who have attained the Dispensation/s now herein ‘only’ come
down to the Individuals who have provide such Invocations through their own efforts
and attainments, through their own Rightful Application to God Life, will be Granted
the Dispensation. So it is now up to All Individuals First by the Divine Will of God within
themselves to Earn the Trust of the Masters and who have Proved that their
Obedience to their ‘I AM’ Presence is unwavering in their Pledges and Covenants
under Cosmic Law. When they feel they are ready for such Application for such Levels
of Petitions to the Karmic Board they can follow their Higher Guidance to Apply the
Correct and Rightful Application to God’s Will. That means not just here within this
Ashram of Synthesised Group Life, but any other group that they may deem suitable
to follow upon their own Divine Path.

•

The Outstanding 6 ENACA Petitions now await their final completions and Our
Deliberation to have them Accepted as further Grants for Dispensation. The lack of

support at the time of these Applications for the Karmic Boards Approval have now
been Reformed for continued Due Diligence upon the behalf of the Unascended
Human contingency, of the Petitions presented thus far! Time to Deliberate and Represent your Appeals!
*As We are Speaking of Dispensations that have been Granted to date by the Elemental Grace Alliance and the

(

Sun Of Even Pressure Council, where the Dispensations were actually Grants to the Whole Membership. No
such Member Granted these Dispensations can deem these Grants remain active, where the personalities of the
EGA Ashramic Group Life have violated with any lack of the Required Conditions of Group Life or the Laws of
The ‘I AM’ Presence. So, while the EGA continues to hold these Grants and shows extended fortitudes to expand
this Divine Plan, these Group Petitions remain Group Effective, provided they are Over-Lighted by the Core
Nucleus of the Elemental Grace Alliance Administration and now the Triune Grace Commission Initiate Council
within the Triune Grace Commission Initiative.)

Before I close, one last thing I wish to share with those who will make the choices to Engage
these Calls and Invocations to Activate the said Dispensations. It is now time that the
Elemental Grace Alliance and All Groups, Spheres and Circles within this Ashramic Group will
complete the Invocations Individually and Privately! There is reason for this!
While there will be Group Activations as Ashramic Activities and Tasks, it is vital now that
God’s Will be entered by each individual, within their own capacity, Resonance,
Understanding and Comprehension of the details and information shared. For while Group
Invocations have been helpful in the past, now within the next Levels of Awareness,
Invocations Created within multiple Resonant Frequencies of Vibrations they can and do,
reflect upon other Members Resonant Calls.
In the event any Invocation is created by others, those who use them do not benefit in the
same way as they do not correctly apply God’s Will for themselves. If one does not do the
Work and Give Their Own Energies to any particular effort, it is not possible that they will
receive any benefit fitting of the Intention. It becomes then a mind application and no Heart,
or Energetic Effort being present, regardless of the intentions that may be pure and with all
good purpose, the Reality and Truth is these are Calls, that can only come from the one who
sends them Forth!
So these Dispensations shall be Called Forth and Invoked ONLY by the Individuals’ own Self
Applied Application in the Words, Feelings and Effort to Invoke at a Group allocated time!
There is no need to share with anyone else unless agreed to do so, but it is Our
Recommendations not to do this, it has more potential to distract one from their own
Application, thus possibly facilitating another with a short cut that does not serve another’s
Self Realized Growth and Development.
We would not be recommending this if the EGA Discourses did not provide all the Higher
Guidance necessary to Achieve Ascension by attaining information elsewhere! The greatest
and quickest way to move forward is to get your hands dirty with experience, working through

the endeavours, personally allows for the universe to respond in ways that copying and
pasting can ever do! I hope you can understand this!
“If you put your ‘Beloved ‘I AM’ Presence first, and the Ascended Host, and put your attention
there first, your ‘Presence’ and the Ascended Host will put you first. They’ll put Their
Perfection into you first, and into your world first, and into the people you deal with first.
And if you will put that in first, discord, coming second, will have to be consumed and
prevented control of you and your world.
If you have any questions regarding any matters discussed herein, please ask!
‘I AM’ The Goddess of Justice and of Opportunity at Your Service.
‘I AM’ Chohan Lady Portia. And So, It Is!
BENEDICTION: We Give Praise and Our Collective Thanks for the Divine Pattern,
Knowing That This Is Our Natural Heritage. We Give Thanks for the Creative Powers
We Use in Our Daily Lives and the Disciplines Needed to Fulfil God’s Holy Desires and
Manifestations. We Thank The God Within for The Explicit Knowledge of ‘God The
One’, so We Can Serve the One. We Have Chosen and Stand Forth Within Your Plan;
We Are Thankful That to ‘Know Thyself First’ We Are Able to Embrace ‘God The One
Life’ in Loving Progressions, as We Enfold God’s Will To Life Around Us. ‘I AM’ God’s
Sacred Power in Service to All Life Streams. Beloved ‘I AM’ Presence, I Decree That ‘I
AM’ the Influence of Divine Understanding. And So It Is! As Above So Below, As within
So Without, and As the Soul, So to the Son and Daughter of God. Not my will be done,
but Thy Will Be Done. ‘I AM’ Grateful, ‘I AM’ Grateful, ‘I AM’ God Grateful!

